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 294 CORRESPONDENCE.

 " Florida produces lemons, pineapples, and other tropical fruits," and in their
 book on North America, Prof. Tarr and Dr. McMurry say of Florida: " There
 are orange and lemon groves in many parts of the State."

 Still once more, objection is taken to our statement that the water-power of
 New England enables cotton goods to be manufactured cheaply; we submit
 that here the emphasis is rightly laid on water-power as the natural basis of
 the New England industry, even now that it is largely supplemented by steam-
 power. The combination of coal, iron, and water, with the proximity of the
 raw material in the southern manufacturing region, is in striking contrast with
 the northern conditions, hence in regard to the north we emphasize the water-
 power as the one natural resource. In the reviewer's sentence, " New Eng?
 land has gone so much beyond her water-power (and so must rely upon coal),
 that by 1907 North Carolina had 276 cotton mills against 204 in Massachusetts,"
 the second part does not follow at all from the first; it only suggests that our
 book lays stress merely upon the northern industry, whereas, as a matter of
 fact, we give more space to the southern industry.

 In addition to raising such questions of accuracy, the reviewer demands
 that more detailed information should be given, e.g. in regard to the coal
 deposits of China; he quotes us as saying that coal exists in every province of
 China Proper, and adds: " a statement which no examiner would accept in
 place of some specific reference to the Kaiping basin or Shansi anthracite,
 etc." As practical teachers and examiners, we hold that it would be out of
 place either to give or to demand such detailed knowledge in connection with
 elementary pupils using a small text-book of less than 250 pages. But, more?
 over, the reviewer's quotation is incomplete; we state also that the amount
 of the coal deposits in China is probably greater than in any other country,
 not excepting the United States, and that the greater deposits lie mainly in the
 interior, and as yet are but little worked. In this, as in the other cases, we
 think that a sense of relative importance and of the limits of the pupils' time
 justifies our treatment.

 It is not. however, on such questions of opinion that we mainly object to
 the reviewer's comments; the serious matter lies in his mis-statements and
 denial of the facts for which we have above given our authorities.

 J. F. Unstead,
 E. G. R. Taylor.

 The Tsetse Fly and Big Game.
 Tempe, O.F.S., 26.1.1912.

 In the Journal for January, I see that Sir Alfred Sharpe expresses his
 opinion that the tsetse in British Central Africa does not depend on big game
 for its existence.

 I should like to point out that in Kordofan I came to a similar conclusion.
 The Kowalib hills swarmwith tsetse, though the natives killed off all the game
 in or near the fly-beit before we reoccupied the province.

 W. Lloyd, Captain,
 The Cameronians.
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